15 of the world's craziest unsolved mysteries the green may 11th, 2018 all the expert investigators excavators and detectives out there couldn't solve these spooky mysterious occurrences' Lauria Bible amp Ashley Freeman Unsolved Mysteries May 10th, 2018 Vinita Oklahoma is a small rural town in Craig County On December 29 1999 local teenager Ashley Freeman turned 16 It was a night of celebration for her parents and for her best friend Lauria Bible the world's strangest unsolved airplane mysteries yahoo. May 10th, 2018 A small rural town in Craig County on December 29, 1999, local teenager Ashley Freeman turned 16. It was a night of celebration for her parents and for her best friend Lauria Bible. Plane debris that could possibly be linked to missing flight MH370 has been discovered washed up on the beach of a remote island in the Indian Ocean officials revealed on Wednesday. Even though the human species have evolved so much there are still many unsolved mysteries here you'll find 7 of the world's biggest unsolved mysteries. May 11th, 2018 Even though the human species have evolved so much there are still many unsolved mysteries here you'll find 7 of the world's biggest unsolved mysteries. 7 Unsolved Mysteries Science Can't Explain BizarBin May 9th, 2018 These unsolved mysteries have puzzled scientists for ages check out these 25 greatest unsolved mysteries and tell us which one is your favorite. July 12th, 2016 These unsolved mysteries have puzzled scientists for ages. check out these 25 greatest unsolved mysteries and tell us which one is your favorite. 10 Unsolved Mysteries From World War II Listverse December 14th, 2014 in a global conflict on the scale of world war II there are a lot of things that slip through the cracks whether it's something that we refuse to admit or simply something so foreign and bizarre that we just don’t know what to make of it there are still a number of unsolved mysteries from. Top 10 Historical Unsolved Mysteries Tptenz net May 9th, 2018 Since the world began we have been surrounded by mysteries some are solved by science but others remain unexplained and might stay unsolved forever some are as ancient as humanity but our fascination with them keeps them timeless. The 16 strangest unsolved mysteries of all time reader's digest November 23rd, 1971 get ready to have the hair on the back of your neck stand on end these unsolved mysteries are among the most chilling we've ever heard.